Metal mesh for architecture and design

We give shape
to ideas.

PROFILE

Technical innovator
of creative impulses
Around 20 years ago we, together with Dominique Perrault, discovered metal mesh as an innovative material for architectural design which was striking in both function and aesthetics. Today under the trade name CreativeWEAVE we combine a variety of architectural and design mesh products with experience which lends almost unlimited form to visionary
architecture. We have systematically expanded the creative power of our construction material and are always adding new
dimensions to the range of its functions.
Key to the innovative features of our architectural and design mesh is the interdisciplinary technological expertise which we
have built up over decades. Worldwide, the name GKD stands for the development of leading, high-precision woven mesh
solutions made from metal, plastic and technical fibres for filtration and process belt technology. Since the beginning
of the 1990s we have also been tackling the challenges of high-profile architectural projects worldwide. Bespoke orders
and architectural inspiration benefit from our solutions expertise as a creative driving force and technical innovator. With
representative offices and branches on every continent we are able to guarantee this high level of quality across the globe.

Atelier Relais à Torcé, Vitré/France
Architect: H.-C. Nestor
Mesh: Illumesh® (1)

European Court of Justice, Luxembourg
Architect: Dominique Perrault Architects
Mesh: Escale 5 x1 aluminium,
anodised gold (2)

Technology Park (KPT), Kraków/Poland
Architect: nsMoonStudio
Mesh: PC Omega 1520 (3)
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Broomfield Hospital, Chelmsford/England
Architect: Peter Emptage Associates
Mesh: Tigris, PC Tigris (4)

Congress hall, Tripoli/Libya
Architect: Tabanlioglu Architects, Istanbul
Mesh: Kiwi, coated bronze (5)

Laboratory, Berlin/Germany
Architect: Henn Architekten
Mesh: Futura 240 (6)

Multifunctional material
meets fascinating architecture
Free from prescribed style specifications, contemporary
architecture is born out of the interplay of a host of factors. Architectural and design mesh is the ideal means of
expressing these creative impulses, individual statements, building regulations and efficient building technology. There is scarcely another material which, with its
near inexhaustible design vocabulary, serves such a
diverse range of visual experiences while meeting the
highest demands in terms of function at the same time.
In addition to classical applications made from cool,
pure stainless steel, we offer an innovative range of
fascinating products: printed, painted or medialised
using woven LED profiles, they give expression to architecture which sets up a dialogue with its surroundings
in an unlimited number of forms.
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RANGE OF BENEFITS

A flexible range of designs to
create your own environment
Architectural and design meshes are the quick change
artists of modern architecture. At the heart of this quality
is the mutual tension which exists between the smooth,
fine woven structure and the solid material quality of
the metal. Whether in the form of double-twisted cables
woven longitudinally and monofilaments woven laterally
or endless interconnected spirals: our meshes are as stable
as they are flexible. In weave widths of up to 8 metres
and practically unlimited lengths, they blend in with any
form in an optically seamless manner.
The designs range from tightly tensioned surfaces to
three-dimensional casings for rectangular or round
objects as well as concave or convex shapes. Smooth, tilted
or undulating, the mesh flows along facades, ceilings
and walls. Interacting with natural and artificial light,
the surface changes its feel, with an opaque, reflective
appearance, almost invisible, or as a semi-transparent
curtain, thus continually opening up new perspectives
to the observer.

Louis Vuitton, Fiesso/Italy
Architect: Sandrolini Architecte
Mesh: Omega 1520 (8)

European Court of Justice, Luxembourg
Architect: Dominique Perrault Architects
Mesh: Alu 6020 (custom-made) (7)

Canted golden metal mesh
type Alu 6020 (9)
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Tuanku Mizan Zainal Abidin Mosque, Putrajaya/Malaysia
Architect: Kumpulan Senireka Sdn Bhd
Mesh: Escale 7x1 (10)

Intelligent added value
of contemporary buildings
The extraordinary aesthetic of CreativeWEAVE gains its
actual value from the technical range of the material.
Our metal mesh balances energy as well as climatic, therPalazzo dell’Arengario, Milan/Italy
Architect: ag4 media facade GmbH
Mesh: Mediamesh® (11)

mal and acoustic influences on the building. As a result, it
optimises the ecological and economic balance of the
building, while measurably reducing operating and
maintenance costs. It is non-flammable, weather and
corrosion-proof, resistant to a variety of environmental
influences and, in outside areas, is virtually self-cleaning
due to the effect of wind and rain.
As a facade cladding the material even reduces high
wind loads. Stainless steel mesh offers effective privacy
and sun protection and – while still translucent – meets
modern-day requirements for open, transparent building
concepts. As an internal cladding, it fulfils a variety of
design-related tasks, while at the same time providing a
visually-pleasing cover for technical installations. Some
mesh types also act as an effective safety screen thanks
to their high level of stability. In sensitive areas such as
airports, metal meshes are meeting increasing safety
demands with transparency.
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I N N O VAT I O N S

Systematic development
of innovative solutions
The design of public buildings and busy transit lounges takes into account their multi-faceted interaction with their surroundings. The demand for creating, maintaining, shaping and promoting identity requires effective means of expression. With
consistently new ideas for producing and changing the mesh structure or surface, we see ourselves as a forerunner in innovative effects and functionalities. We continuously keep pace with the demand for a technically and aesthetically-pioneering
solution. Thanks to numerous collaborations with universities, we are quick in bringing new ideas to market maturity.
As an alternative to the monochrome elegance of stainless steel, we offer painted metal mesh to bring colour and form
together in a contemporary relationship. With its long-lasting shine, UV and weather-resistant properties and availability in
any RAL colour on request, our special coating for woven mesh structures made from round or flat wire is a source of inspiration for unique architecture.

Colour-coated
stainless steel mesh
type Lago (12)

Native®bamboo:
Metal mesh
with woven-in
bamboo sticks (13)
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Palazzo dell’Arengario, Milan/Italy
Architect: ag4 media facade GmbH
Mesh: Mediamesh® (14)

Atelier Relais à Torcé, Vitré/France
Architect: H.-C. Nestor
Mesh: Illumesh® (15)

A creative platform
for individual expression
Blasted, etched or printed logos and key visuals command a fascinating presence on woven building claddings.
Where natural beauty and industrial aesthetics come together, our innovative Native®bamboo mesh demonstrates its original effect. Made from bamboo sticks woven into filigree stainless steel cables, it blends the
exotic and the pure into a spectacular testament to contemporary sustainability. With this blended mesh we
are lending new creative scope in the return to authentic materials.
With Mediamesh® and Illumesh® we have turned stainless steel meshes, in cooperation with ag4 media
facade GmbH, into a medialised membrane. Highly luminous LED profiles, integrated into our mesh, turn the
transparent carrier system into a media platform conveying an array of messages and scenes day and night.
The design, degree of innovation and economy of the technology were awarded the Stahl Innovationspreis
(Steel Innovation Award) in 2006 as well as the IF product design award, the DETAIL Preis and the Designpreis
der Bundesrepublik Deutschland (design award of the Federal Republic of Germany).
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M U LT I - D I M E N S I O N A L FA C A D E S /
FUNCTIONAL BUILDINGS

Mesh installations
as communication interfaces
As the connection between the public and private sphere,
transparency and privacy, the facade is an expression of
Hotel Barceló Raval, Barcelona/Spain
Architect: CMV Architects
Mesh: Escale 7x1 (custom-made) (16)

a communicative contradiction. There is scarcely a material
which can express this better than stainless steel mesh.
Whether covering or uncovering, reflecting or shining
through: the tension between contrasting effects combined with an almost unlimited malleability is what
makes architectural and design mesh so multifunctional.
It can be wrapped flexibly around objects in waves or
circular shapes or laid flat on them as though it were a
second skin. Backlit, the mesh becomes invisible, in
natural lighting it reflects the colours of its surroundings. The interaction between this multi-layered aesthetic
effect and the diverse properties of the material relevant
to the building technology makes the mesh facade a calling
card for sophisticated architecture.

Maison Folie, Lille/France
Architect: NOX, Lars Spuybroek
Mesh: Escale 2.8 x1 (17)
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Broomfield Hospital, Chelmsford/England
Architect: Peter Emptage Associates
Mesh: Tigris, PC Tigris (18)

The inviting aesthetic of
efficient functional buildings
With their original properties our architecture and design meshes meet a variety of demands with regard to
the visually-pleasing and technologically-intelligent design of functional structures. As a multi-form cladding
they not only enhance monotone bearing structures, but turn them into a visual experience. At the same
time, they control the penetration of light, protect against vandalism and are an effective safety screen. With
open building designs such as multi-storey car parks, they provide protection against heavy rainfall and transform draughts into a uniform, gentler flow of air. Wind loads are absorbed to such a great extent that glass
facades located behind the mesh can be statically optimised. As an efficient sun protection material, our
stainless steel mesh offers significant cost-saving potential in the design of air-conditioning systems.
The self-cleaning properties, low maintenance intervals as well as non-flammability, longevity and resistance
to mechanical deformation make metal mesh the material of choice for the efficient facility management of
buildings subjected to high stress loads.

Park Square Doral, Miami/USA
Architect: Zyscovich Architects
Mesh: Omega in various densities (19)

Multi-storey car park Barcelona Airport, Barcelona/Spain
Architect: Perez Pita
Mesh: Tigris (20)
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SCREENING ELEMENTS / ROLLER SHUTTERS

Exclusive screening
of attractive areas
Roller shutters and window grilles made from stainless
steel mesh combine subtle aesthetics with functional
protection. Like a shimmering curtain, they provide an
attractive setting for showrooms and display areas, even
out of hours. With the ability to control their transparency
individually through the type of weave and light penetration, they are becoming an exclusive part of display
window design. Targeted lighting of the woven skin
accentuates the display areas and subtly enhances its
inviting appearance through the puristic elegance of the
mesh.
At the same time, roller shutters made from our types of
pressure and shock-resistant mesh offer solid protection
at shop windows, entrances or passageways. As a barrier
to non-public areas too they are not only an effective
but also an aesthetically-pleasing solution. The ability of
passers-by to see through them means they convey
transparency while at the same time offering reliable
protection against unauthorised access.

Expomedia Light Cube, Saarbrücken/Germany
Architect: Kramm & Strigl
Mesh: Omega 1520 (21)

Engelhorn, Viernheim/Germany
Architect: Blocher Blocher Partners, Stuttgart
Mesh: Sambesi (22)
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Technology Park (KPT), Kraków/Poland
Architect: nsMoonStudio
Mesh: PC Omega 1520 (23)

Aesthetic support
for intelligent room design
Metal mesh gives buildings a breathing facade, offering
natural ventilation and effectively filtering unwanted
sunlight at the same time. Whether as a complete cladding or in the form of mobile, optionally-available motorised individual elements: the woven screening element
reduces the intake of solar heat. This not only optimises
the climatic and lighting conditions, it also considerably
reduces investment and running costs for the building
services and air-conditioning technology. Air-conditioning
systems can be reduced in size or operated with far less
power output.
Metal meshes control the penetration of light and minimise the use of artificial light sources. Several types of
mesh achieve almost the same light transmission values
at a 50 degree angle of incidence as conventional sun
screening systems. Different weave densities within a
screening element produce individual grades of shading.

Raika Kompetenzzentrum, Bruck an der Mur/Austria
Architect: Hans-Jörg Tschom
Mesh: Omega 1540 (custom-made) (24)
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SUSPENDED CEILINGS

An atmospheric finishing touch
to functional worlds
Contemporary interior design is caught in the tense relationship between communication, concentration and
creativity. An environment which offers the user a comfortable space by providing a sense of well-being and
spatial relevance, combines function and atmosphere in
a harmonious spatial experience. As a defining factor of
this effect and the functionality of a room, the ceiling
design needs to be comprehensively evaluated. To view it
as just a room cover does not do it justice.
Its visual appearance and function should rather be seen
within the context of the entire building design and the
materials brought into perfect harmony with it. Whether
social or public, cultural or political: the aesthetic of our
architectural and design mesh allows for multi-faceted
design opportunities based on these themes.
Customer centre GKD, Düren/Germany
Architekt: ag4 mediatecture company® GbR
Mesh: Lago (25)

Tonhalle, Düsseldorf/Germany
Architect:
HPP Hentrich-Petschnigg & Partner KG
Mesh: Omega 1540 bronze
(custom-made mesh)
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Conference hall European Court of Justice, Luxembourg
Architect: Dominique Perrault Architects
Mesh: Escale 5x1 aluminium, anodised gold (27)

Endless inspiration from
decorative ceiling design
The design vocabulary and range of styles are unlimited here. The mesh becomes a rising cupola or linear ceiling
panel, it arches into the room like a sculpture or flows in the form of lavishly curved mesh webs. The atmospheric
spectrum ranges from the coolness of classic stainless steel to the warm tones of bronze or golden material
types.
Whether acoustic sound boxes in concert halls, sound-absorbing layers or fire-protection sprinkler systems:
without limiting its functionality, modern building technology becomes invisible to the onlooker thanks to the
metal mesh cladding chosen. With almost unlimited dimensioning and forming capability, the subtle interplay
of light and colour as well as definable transparency, our metal mesh opens up creative scope for truly extraordinarily decorative ceiling design.

Metal mesh for architecture and design
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W A L L C L A D D I N G / PA R T I T I O N W A L L S

Living screen of
inter-relational existence
Walls lend structure to the room and serve as representative and decorative design areas. With this in mind, metal meshes
act as a screen for the representation of free expression and form. Targeted light reflexes, projections or Moiré effects give
a surface a dynamic and atmospheric charge. Lengths of mesh cover large surfaces optically seamlessly or make expressive
statements as panels. Technical equipment hidden behind it remains permanently accessible.
The textile appearance makes CreativeWEAVE the contemporary equivalent of traditional wall rugs. The different aesthetics
of the materials blend smoothly in with the individual context: Stainless steel mesh is fascinating in its cool elegance. Mesh
from anodised aluminium or bronze conveys a luxurious feeling of warmth. Native®bamboo combines the meditational
tranquility of the natural material with a modern design vocabulary. In addition to this varied effect, its robustness makes
our mesh a must in public areas such as hotels, restaurants, shops, cinemas, bars or airports.

Herz-Jesu Kirche, Munich/Germany
Architect: Allmann Sattler Wappner
Mesh: Tombak (28)

National Grand Theatre, Beijing/China
Architect: Paul Andreu
Mesh: Gold anodised special mesh Xinghai (facade) (29)
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Spielbudenplatz, Hamburg/Germany
Architect: Spengler Wiescholek Architekten und Stadtplaner
Mesh: Escale 7x1; Escale 7x2 (30)

Trade fair stand General Motors/Opel,
International Motor Show 2007, Geneva/Switzerland
Architect: Bellprat Associates AG
Mesh: Mediamesh® with SMD technology
as inhouse model (31)

Woven backdrops
for interactive spaces
As a partition wall, flooring or screening, our architectural and design mesh opens up a wide range of experience-oriented, interactive room designs. Projection, backlighting or medialisation by means of woven-in LED
profiles transform them into an atmospherically condensed platform for multimedia presentations.
Textile flexibility, reflectivity and subtle colours make metal mesh the design material for technical room
concepts based on noble elegance or a lively imagination. As self-supporting partition walls, our metal meshes
create either open or protected areas at trade fairs or in shops. By virtue of their semi-transparent structure
they nevertheless retain the generous space offered by the room. Whether as a translucent curtain or purposefully illuminated highlight: this versatile material conveys a continually new interpretation of the central values
of forward-looking companies.

Metal mesh for architecture and design
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F LO O R S / C O LU M N C L A D D I N G

A glittering highlight
of modern floor coverings
Inspired by the Japanese rice straw mats, our Tatami floor
covering is setting new standards in commercial properties. The pure aesthetic of the densely-woven stainless
steel mesh structure conveys discreet elegance and exclusivity. Superbly robust, Tatami is easy on the ears and feet
and is therefore ideal for heavy-traffic areas in shops,
restaurants or hotel lobbies.
Large-scale floor coverage offers a visually-pleasing uniformity. Resistant to wear, it lies perfectly flat and will
last a lifetime. In harmony or in charming contrast to
materials such as glass, metal, textiles, wood and natural
stone, this floor covering becomes a subtle interior highlight.

Optik Preu, Königstein im Taunus/Germany
Architect: Stefan Schlapp/Christian M. Knecht
Mesh: Tatami (32)
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National Grand Theatre, Beijing/China
Architect: Paul Andreu
Mesh: Baltic, coated dark grey on site (columns) (33)

A new look for
load-bearing columns
In addition to large-scale applications, inside and out, we
have developed specific expertise in dealing with the
niches and features of interior design. The cladding of
columns is one such specialism. Clad with architectural
and design mesh they acquire an array of aestheticallypleasing effects and, through targeted lighting, become
fascinating light sculptures within the space.
CreativeWEAVE combines this powerful visual effect
with robust durability in public spaces. The mesh protects
the underlying material structure from mechanical stress
or damage. The required access for efficient maintenance
Office Building, Kiel/Germany
Architect: Manfred Nagel
Mesh: Sambesi (34)

of technical installations behind the mesh is possible, if
needed, thanks to a virtually invisible seam connection.
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B R I D G E S / S TA I R C A S E S / B A LU S T R A D E S

A filigree structure
of great durability

On a pragmatic level, bridges are purely functional.
Symbolically they do not just bridge gaps but connect
people, countries and cultures. Our stainless steel mesh
with its superior functionality and visual range has proved
its suitability for such high-traffic structures. It is the
ideal material for realising modern bridge designs,
whether overhanging, filigree or transparent. It reduces the
effects of wind and sun glare and offers long-term protection from the weather, environment and mechanical
stresses.
CreativeWEAVE meshes are setting international standards for staircases and walkways. They combine visual
purism with the essential functionality of robust construction materials for public spaces. They adorn balustrades and staircases while providing a protective barrier
against falls, wind or rain. Different weave densities
offer security for pedestrians with a fear of heights,
Helix Bridge, Seattle/USA
Architect: Johnson Architecture
Mesh: Tigris, Lago (35)

whilst opening upwards to allow fresh air and a clear
view. Lifts, too – those core elements of modern aspirational urban architecture – gain through the metal mesh
cladding the very dimension and exclusivity appropriate
for representative building concepts.

Balustrade, Landau an der Isar/Germany
Architect: Schober Architekten + Stadtplaner.
Mesh: Delphin (36)
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Ascot Racecourse, Ascot/England
Architect: HOK Sport Architecture
Mesh: Baltic (37)

Yankee Stadium, New York/USA
Architect: HOK-SVE
Mesh: Tigris (38)
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SERVICE

A worldwide supplier
of all-round expertise
As the market leader in architectural and design mesh,
our production and service network of branches and
representative offices covers virtually the entire planet.
Our strength lies in meeting challenges which require
unrivalled technical know-how, mastery of materials,
creative lateral thinking and an acute awareness of
issues which may prove problematic.
Every day we rise to this challenge of producing top
quality: when giving expert advice or coming up with
ideas at the planning and design stage, as well as in
making complex projects a reality across the globe.

Comprehensive architectural
advisory expertise (39)

GKD (UK) Ltd.
Sherburn in Elmet, North Yorkshire,
Great Britain

GKD Team France
La Roque d’Anthéron,
France

GKD-USA Inc.
Cambridge, MD,
U.S.A.
GKD – Gebr. Kufferath AG
Düren, Germany

GKD Beijing Ind. Technologies Co., Ltd.
Beijing, China

GKD – Middle East
Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Finsa Arquitectura S.L. – GKD Group
Terrassa (Barcelona), Spain

GKD-Buismet (Pty.) Ltd.
Randfontein, South Africa
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Water tower Arctura, Östersund/Sweden
Architect: Sweco FFNS
Mesh: Tigris (40)

Loom for
architectural mesh (41)

A proactive partner
in successful projects
We develop our products using state-of-the-art technological processes. The mesh is tailor-made to required
project specifications such as light and air permeability, acoustic parameters and fire-protection features. Our
production technology, a known world leader in its class, allows even the most complex bespoke mesh to be
produced again and again, every time, and of the highest quality.
Our products are supplied installation-ready, as rolls or panels with standardised or bespoke fastening
systems included. As a proactive partner and experienced process controller, we can guarantee that everything comes together to ensure the successful realisation of your architectural vision.
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MESH TYPES

Limitless scope
to cater for every need
CreativeWEAVE utilises a range of materials from classic stainless steel through aluminium and non-ferrous metal to
innovative hybrids, where we combine different materials and technologies to create bespoke meshes. Many of our meshes
are kept in stock as standard, so that small applications can be realised quickly and cost-efficiently.
Each mesh family has specific properties which give it its visual and functional originality. Project-related parameters such
as wire diameter, mesh width and weave thickness, pitch or transparency of the woven structure as well as tension and
format are defined and designed in line with the desired properties of the installed product. You will find numerous
examples of reference projects we have implemented on our website at www.creativeweave.de. We are also more than
happy to advise you personally.
Data sheets with 1:1 mesh images are available on our website.

Illumesh® (42)

Alu 6010 (43)

Mediamesh® (44)
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Spiral mesh, here: type Escale (45)

Rod mesh, here: type Sambesi (46)

Cable mesh, here: type Baltic (47)

PC mesh, here: type Capella (48)

Coloured mesh, here: type Lago (49)

Native®mesh, here: type Native®bamboo (50)
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Mandarin (51)
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